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Type: Full time
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Apply to this position online by following the 
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Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
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Job ID: HRC0107576
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Elisa Stasch
Talent Attraction Manager

Staff Engineer Digital Design (f/m/div)*

Job description
Would you like to be a part of innovation, work on the cutting-edge technologies and 
face exciting new challenges? Are you looking for a modern, inspiring workplace where 
you can apply your technical knowledge? In this position you will be part of a growing 
diverse team of international experts in a high-tech environment in our Development 
Center in Dresden. Our team is looking forward to your application!

In your new role you will: 

Develop innovative digital IP concepts

 using VHDL and SystemVerilogDesign digital IPs and subsystems

 by following coding guidelines and performing static Ensure code quality
verification (e.g. linting, CDC)

 and Create timing constraints low-power descriptions

 to verify and optimize timing behavior and power Perform logic synthesis
consumption

Participate in peer reviews on design, timing, power concepts

 and Coordinate with stakeholders internal customers

Profile
You are communicative, outgoing and take great pleasure in working with others. You 
also want to develop professionally and have the desire to be part of a start-up culture 
and drive the development of a team while supporting the growth of the department. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

A  or similarUniversity degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science

Between 3 and 5 years of experience in digital design for IP/SoC development

 like I2C, I3C, UART, LIN and SPIExperience with standard protocols

 in  and  as well as  Very good knowledge SystemVerilog basics in VHDL scripting
 (e.g. perl, python, tcl)languages

Very  as well as good English good German skills

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

The    was launched in 2019 and is growing successfully. Development Cente r Dresden
Today, a total of 92 top-class experts and young talents from 18 nations are working on 
research and development of new products and solutions for automotive and power 
electronics, chip design and verification, characterization of complex systems as well as 
development of products and solutions with artificial intelligence. In the long term, the 
Development Centre will employ around 250 people. State-of-the-art research and 
characterization labs facilitate R&D activities for automotive applications, 
electromobility and AI chips of the next but one generation. The Development Center 
covers the complete development value chain from product and system definition to 
qualification. 

This is the right place for you, if you want to work in a high-tech environment, master 
challenges of advanced product development, be part of a multicultural team with 
great spirit and experience a startup-like culture. 

 for more information about working at DC Dresden with interesting Click here
employee and management insights and an overview with more Jobs at #DCDresden. 

The central R&D organization  provides the design „Design Enabling and Services“ (DES)
environment to the different Infineon product development teams. With state-of-the-
art design methods, building blocks and a wide range of product development services 
DES supports Infineon's advanced IC development from early high-level system models 
to verified products ready for manufacturing. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

https://www.infineon.com/cms/dresden/de/Development-Center/
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